Optimization of cell surface binding enhances efficiency and specificity of molecular conjugate gene delivery.
Molecular conjugates, or polyplexes, are promising synthetic vectors for targeted, in vivo gene delivery, if their efficiency can be improved. Gaining mechanistic information on conjugate gene delivery can potentially yield significant improvements in transfer efficiency by revealing barriers to conjugate transfer from the cell surface to the nucleus. We have developed an experimental system that employs epidermal growth factor as the ligand to direct delivery of DNA encoding the green fluorescent protein to mouse fibroblasts. We report here that the initial step of delivery, binding of the conjugate to the cell surface, is a barrier to gene transfer. We examined the effects of conjugate charge, ligand cross-linker spacer length, and ligand valency on polyplex cell surface binding, internalization, and gene transfer. We find that delivery is both efficient and specific only within a relatively narrow window of conjugate charge, results that correlate with binding and internalization of radiolabeled conjugate. In addition, increasing the cross-linker length can improve binding affinity and delivery. Finally, there is a significant optimum in gene delivery as a function of ligand valency, due to saturation of receptor binding and internalization. Optimizing parameters that affect surface binding therefore improves the efficiency and specificity of molecular conjugate gene delivery.